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ABSTRACT 
Techniques are provided herein for automated population of the controller 
abstraction found in Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) files. This may be 
accomplished by resolving a file that contains lists of MUD Uniform Resource Locators 
(URLs) or additional controller files that can be iterated through. 
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
Manufacturer Usage Descriptions (MUDs) provide a means for Thing 
manufacturers to specify that different classes of controllers require different types of 
access to the device. However, this does not explain how to populate the class. This means 
that the administrator must manually select and identify controllers. A way is needed to 
automatically identify and associate devices that are appropriate as controllers for a given 
Thing. 
The mechanism described herein presumes an existing MUD environment within 
the enterprise in which the MUD controller is used to manage access policies for end 
devices. For example, the MUD controller may communicate with switches via Remote 
Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS). One of the abstractions available in the 
mud file is known as “controller” and takes as an argument a Uniform Resource Identifier 
(URI). A MUD controller may also be referred to as a MUD manager. Currently, if the 
URI takes the form of a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), no automatic resolution is 
defined. The resolution mechanism is provided herein as follows with reference to Figure 
1 below. 
First, Device A connects to the network and emits a manufacturer certificate as a 
MUD URL MU0 that points to MUD file MF0. Second, the switch forwards MU0 to the 
MUD controller which then retrieves MF0. Third, upon reading MF0, the MUD controller 
attempts to resolve the URL associated with a “controller” statement, such as “controller” : 
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“https://c.example.com/clist.” If it can retrieve a file, it examines each entry, which consists 
of a pointer to a signature that is used to validate the authenticity and integrity of the file, 
and zero or more “mudurl” or “controller” statements that each take a URL as an argument. 
It records all MUD URLs within the file within a database so that each MUD URL in the 
list maps to the URL mentioned in the controller statement. 
Fourth is an optional step in which the third step is used to resolve each “controller” 
statement found in “clist.” Fifth, Thing Controller C connects and performs one of two 
tasks. Either it emits MUD URL MUc as part of its normal onboarding process, or it learns 
of the MUD controller via a discovery system such Domain Name System (DNS) Service 
(SRV) records and asserts a claim, signed using its manufacturer-issued certificate, that it 
houses a function for MUD URL MUc. Sixth, in either case, upon receiving this new MUD 
URL, the MUD controller checks the Relational Database (RDB) for an entry. Seventh, for 
each entry returned, the MUD controller then admits Controller C into the associated 
“controller” class, and updates the access list of each device that emitted MU0. 
 
Figure 1 
It is possible that the controller will already be installed, in which case its MUD 
URL is kept in a list of all active devices on the network with MUD-URLs. After the fourth 
step, instead of the fifth step, the MUD controller may check that list to determine if there 
are any MUD URLs of devices in “clist” that have already connected. It may then find 
MUc, associate Controller C with class “https://c.example.com/clist,” and permit access to 
it for all devices that use MU0. 
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Figure 2 below illustrates an initial state. 
 
Figure 2 
First, a device is configured with zero applications out of a possible N applications 
available. The manufacturer certificate is a MUD URL MU0 that points to MF0.  Second, 
the Manufacturer Application Service (MAS) has applications A1 to An installed that are 
associated with their respective MUD file snippets. Third, for each application Ak the 
manufacturer generates a corresponding MUD file MFk that is available at MUD URL MUk. 
Fourth, a normal MUD onboard operation occurs with 802.1AR, where MU0 is learned, 
and points to MUD file MF0. This file permits access to the system MAS. Fifth, node A 
establishes communication with the MAS. 
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Figure 3 below illustrates adding of an application. 
 
Figure 3 
Sixth, device A now requests a signed request that includes a request for application 
A1 and a signed copy of its 802.1AR IDevID. Seventh, the MAS transmits to node A the 
application A1 and a signed assertion that includes the new MUD URL MU1. Node A 
requests a new certificate from the Bootstrapping of a Remote Secure Key Infrastructure 
(BRSKI) registrar, using a Representational State Transfer (REST)-ful method that 
includes the assertion from the MAS, which it signs with its LDevID0. Sixth, the registrar 
returns a new certificate LDevIDA1 that contains a MUD URL of MU1. Seventh, node A 
requests reauthentication via Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP), using the new 
LDevIDA1. This effects reauthorization, and a change of authorization that corresponds to 
the rules in MFA1. 
In summary, techniques are provided herein for automated population of the 
controller abstraction found in MUD files. This may be accomplished by resolving a file 
that contains lists of MUD URLs or additional controller files that can be iterated through. 
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